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Abstract. We present the results of special tests of the automatic procedure for atmospheric
parameters determination based on spectroscopy.
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1. Results
As a part of comparative abundance analysis of the stars hosting the planets (SHoP)

special tests of the automatic procedure for atmospheric parameters determination based
on spectroscopy were performed. The procedure employs SME (Spectroscopy Made Easy)
spectral package (Valenti & Piskunov 1996). Tests include stars with the accurately
known atmospheric parameters: Procyon, Sun and δ Eri (HD23249). The latter star
belongs to the group of stars tested for Gaia project. Model parameters were derived
by interpolation of MARCS plane-parallel grid of model atmospheres included in SME
package. We substantially extended the spectral regions for fitting procedure employed
in SME compared to previous studies. Four spectral regions 4485-4590, 5100-5200, 5600-
5700 and 6100-6200 Å were fitted. This choice is defined by the presence of spectral
features sensitive to different stellar parameters: molecular C2 and MgH lines in 5100-
5200 and 5600-5700 Å regions (C2 Swan system) are sensitive to temperature; Mg Ib
triplet lines at 5167-5183 as well as few Ca I lines in 6100-6200 region are sensitive to
gravity; numerous Ti I/Ti II, Fe I/Fe II lines with accurate laboratory data in 4485-4590
and other spectral regions are sensitive to gravity through the ionization balance.

For all three stars the derived effective temperature Teff may be overestimated by 50 K
compared to that derived in the recent analyses made by standard spectroscopic or semi-
automatic techniques, while log g agree within the cited errors. The derived parameters
and metallicities are supported by the analysis of individual elements/ions C I - Zr I,II
that includes NLTE effects for C I, O I, Na I, Mg I and Ca I. For both cool stars, Sun
and δ Eri, carbon abundances derived from molecular lines agree within a few percent
with the results obtained from 5052 and 5380 Å atomic lines.
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